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2. KIT Description:

3. Technical specifications:

• operating frequency range: 3690  3720KHz
• freqency span: 30  35KHz
• amateur radio band: 8
• modulation type: AM DSB (amplitude modulation,
double side band)
• local oscillator: VFO (variable frequency oscillator),
potentiometer controlled
• RF antenna level control with potentiometer
• frequency stability: 360Hz (in 30 min.)
• voltage supply range: 9  13Vdc
• current consumption: 30mA (Rx) /130mA (Tx)
@12Vdc
• PCB length x width x depth: 100 x 56 x 15mm
• total weight: approx. 73g

This is an electronic KIT for advanced users but also
for begginers, if you have good soldering skills and
patience. KIT contains both soldering technologies,
THT (thorughhole) and SMT(surfacemount). SMD
parts are presoldered onto the board, so you can
enjoy and relax during the rest of the soldering :)

The device itself is an QRP (low transmitt power,
under 5 Watts) DSB transmitterreceiver
(transceiver), capable of operating in the QRP area
of the 80m band and being able to deliver aprox.
2 Watts of DSB power into a 50Ω tunned antenna.

It can be operated by an handheld condenser
microphone (not included in the KIT). This is a
robust design, ultra smallsized, lightweight and
almost plugandplay! KIT uses only quality and
verified parts

Fast inventory list :

• 1 x PCB board (be aware, silkscreen color may vary)
• 24 x carbon resistors (1/4W)
• 1 x trimmer resistor
• 2 x potentiometers
• 35 x nonpolarized capacitors (MLCC/ceramic)
• 8 x electrolytic capacitors
• 3 x diodes
• 2 x integrated circuits (DIL8 package)
• 2 x integrated circuits (SO8 package, presoldered)
• 2 x integrated circuits (TO92 package)
• 2 x axial lead inductors (be aware, not resistors!)
• 2 x toroid cores
• 3 x transformer inductors (Mitsumi 2082)
• 1 x inductor slot / former (without wire)
• 7 x transistors (TO92 package)
• 1 x relay
• 1 x ON/OFF switch (slider, right angle)
• 2 x 3.5mm / jackfemale PCB connectors
• 1 x 2.5mm DC jack PCB connector
• 1 x BNC PCB female connector
• 2 x DIL8 sockets for integrated circuits
• 2 x potentiometer buttons
• 60 cm of 24AWG (Ф 0.50mm) copper enamel wire
• 75 cm of 35 AWG (Ф 0.14mm) copper enamel wire
• 15 cm of 38 AWG (Ф 0.10mm) copper enamel wire

1. Included in the package:

To operate this
transceiver, you ONLY

need:

• proper tunned antenna
• handheld microphone
• 12Vdc accumulator
• patience :)

No extra wires are needed to
hookup this transceiver!

This is an ideal device for QSO's during
mountain trips and local nets on 80m band!



BE AWARE THAT THIS KIT
COMES WITH NO

WARRANTY

So let's start the journey!

4. Tools needed to complete
this project:

 soldering station with temperature control
 flatnose plier
 cutting plier
 sharp cutter
 trimmer adjustment tool (or plastic type screwdriver)
 fine tweezers
 desoldering vacuum pump
 solder wire



 






 

Based on your experience, your patience, your
ability to learn and on your attention paid to this
instruction manual, you will succeed or you will
fail in accomplishing this project! But we hope
you will do the first part above! :) No matter the
results, you will learn a lot!

5. Tools usage:

 soldering station with temperature control  we will use this tool to solder, of course, the components onto the
PCB, using the solder wire
 flatnose plier  with this tool we will format component's leads (e.g. resistors, keep in mid that this KIT contains
ONLY vertically mounted resistors)
 cutting plier  the excess of the component leads (after soldering) will be cutted out with this tool
 sharp cutter  we need to scratch and clean the terminals of the manuallywounded inductors so that we can easily
thin those terminals with soldering wire
 trimmer adjustment tool (or plastic type screwdriver)  with this special tool we will adjust the ferrite core of the VFO
coil for precise bandwidth coverage/limits and we will adjust the trimmer resistor for the PA predrive
 fine tweezers  we will grab easily components and keep them in place, by avoiding injuries
 desoldering vacuum pump  if any mistakes are made, we can clean out the place by extracting the excess of the
soldering wire /tin
 solder wire  not needed further explanation, BUT, please use 0.5  0.7mm diam. tin wire so you ca easily complete
the project!



6. Components placement



7. Schematicdiagram



8. Components assembly

STEP1
Mount all resistors vertically, starting from R1 and
ending with R25. You can mount also trimmer R20 or
you can leave it after step 3.

STEP2
Mount all diodes orizontally, starting from D1 and
ending with D3. Be aware of the polarity of the
diodes, anode and cathode, and don't mix them (D2
& D3 have the same package!)

Cathode terminal of all diodes is marked with a line
(grey / black) on their body and also this is shown on
the PCB, watch carefully for the right polarity!

Resistors Value Code
R1,R3,R6,R21 10kΩ brownblackorange

R2, R5, R7 100kΩ brownblackyellow

R4,R13,R18,R25 1kΩ brownblackred

R15,R16,R17,R19, R23 100Ω brownblackbrown

R22,R24 10Ω brownblackblack

R10,R11,R14 4.7kΩ yellowindigored

R12 470Ω yellowindigobrown

R9 270kΩ redindigoyellow

R8 1MΩ brownblackgreen

Diodes Value Code / package
D1 1N4004 black body, DO41

D2 DZ4V7 red body, DO35

D3 1N4148 red body, DO35

STEP3
Mount all capacitors vertically, starting from C1 and
ending with C43. Mount all electrolytic
capacitors, watch the correct polarity!

Capacitors Value Body code
C1,C8,C16 1nF 102 or 1nF

C2 330pF 331 or 330pF

C3,C4 27pF 27 or 27pF

C6, C22, C27 270pF 271 or 270pF or n27

C7 4.7µF 4.7µF

C10, C33 22µF 22µF

C11 100pF 101 or n10 or 100pF

C17, C21, C37, C43 100µF 100µF

C28 47pF 47 or 47pF

C34 10µF 10µF

C41 680pF 681 or 680pF or n68

C42 470pF 471 or 470pF or n47

C5,C9,C12,C13,C14,C15,

C18,C19,C20,C23,C24,

C25,C26,C29,C30,C31,C

32,C35,C36,C38,C39,C40

100nF 104 or 100nF or µ1

R20 10kΩ trimmer 103 or 10K

STEP4
Mount all transistors vertically, starting from T1 and
ending with T6. Be aware of the correct position of
the terminals, transistors are marked also onto PCB.,
in correct position!

Cathode terminal of all diodes is marked with a line
(grey / black) on their body and also this is shown on
the PCB; watch carefully for the right polarity!

Transistors Value Code / package
T1,T2,T3 BF256B, jFET black body, TO92

T4 2N3904, NPN black body, TO92

T5,T6,T7 VN10KM, jFET black body, TO92

STEP5
Mount all integrated circuits, except IC2 & IC3 (which
are presoldered). Be aware of the correct position of
the ICs, pin 1 is marked by the key of the socket IC.
For IC1 and IC6 mount only the sockets!

Don't insert the integrated circuits in their
sockets! Wait until the verification step!

IC Value Code / package
IC1 A741 DIL8

IC2,IC3 SA612/SA602 SO8, presoldered

IC4, IC5 78L05 TO92
IC6 LM386 DIL8

STEP5
Mount all integrated circuits, except IC2 & IC3 (which
are presoldered). Be aware of the correct position of
the ICs, pin 1 is marked by the key of the socket IC.
For IC1 and IC6 mount only the sockets!

Don't insert the integrated circuits in their
sockets! Wait until the verification step!



8. Components assembly

STEP6
Mount all coils and inductors. Start with L2 and L4,
which are vertically mounted axialtype inductors (they
look like resistors but they are axial type
inductors, so be carefully :).

6.1  L2 & L4
— place and mount L2 and L4 in their positions,
vertically, acording to PCB instruction (be carefull
when you bend the terminals for vertical stand!)
6.2  L5
— cut 24cm (~9.5inch) of 0.5mm CuEm wire and bend
it at half; wee need to wound up 6 turns (6T) bifilar)
— twist those two pieces of 12cm long wires together,
with a 0.5cm step 

— one pass through toroid inner hole is 1 (one) turn;
wind 6 turns equally distributed on the surface of the
toroid 

— cut equally the exceeding terminals with an knife /
cutter, and remove the protective lacquer from the
copper enamel wire, about 1cm from all 4 ends 

— connect the end of the 1st coil (L5 has 2 windings)
with the begginng of the 2nd one, like shown in the

schematic and until the results look like 

— next, you can solder L5 in its place

6.3  L6
— cut 35 cm (~13.8inch) of Ф 0.5mm CuEm wire
from the one left in the package 

— wind carefully 22 turns of copper enamel wire and
distribute them equally on the toroid's surface 

— repeat step  (coil L5) and after tinning the
remaining two ends, solder L6 properly in its place

6.4  L1
— this is the VFO coil, it has 40 turns, in order to
accomplish this step we need the following materials:
 7mm coil metal shield,  5pin / 5mm diam. ferrite
core coil support,  75cm (~ 30inch) of AWG35
CuEm wire (Ф 0.14mm)

— identify the starting pin , counting from GND
(check SCH& PCB) and solder one end of the copper
enamel wire to the corresponding starting pin (heat
up the wire and the varnish/lacquer will melt, than it)

— wind 13 turns on the coil support  and connect
this tap to the corresponding pin 2 on the PCB
— wind the rest of 27 turns  and
solder the end of the coil to the
corresponding pin 3 on the PCB
— L1 coil is marked on PCB with A letter pin
— top layer is visible in this picture: >

Inductors Value Code
L2 100 brownblackbrown

L4 47µH yellowindigoblack

L5 55µH FT3743 toroid

L6 µH T502 toroid

L1 5.4µH ferrite slug 5mm

L3 7.1µH Mitsumi 2082 coil

TR1 7.1µH Mitsumi 2082 coil

TR2 7.1µH Mitsumi 2082 coil

Details
4 rings color code

4 rings color code

6T bif., CuEm 0.5mm*

26T, CuEm 0.5mm*

13+27T,CuEm 0.1mm*

remove capacitor *

add 5T for sec. coil *

add 5T for sec. coil*

L2/L4

  

 

 

 



   



8. Components assembly

6.5  TR1,TR2 & L3
It is time to mount the input RF transformers
(TR1,TR2) and output coil (L3) which are composed
from 2 windings (except L3), primary and secundary.
We have to wind the secondary coil, with 5 turns, for
each input RF transformer.

This is an important step, since the entire transceiver's
performance depends on the input and output stage!

— start disassembling carefully the metal shield of the
L3 coil  by straightening the metal can's lateral
holders

— carefully extract the ferrite core containing the coil
 and the parallel ceramic capacitor
— gentle and with a sharp knife / cutter, cut the
ceramic capacitor  terminals (avoid cutting the coil's
terminals!!)

— cut the middle pin of the "3 pin row" of the coil ,
with a sharp cutter

— place this coil (L3) on the PCB (it is marked with B
letter in sch. & PCB), between terminals 15  and
solder it carefully
— than place the metal shield in its position and solder
it accordingly

— next step is to wind up the input RF transformers
TR1&TR2
— start disassembling carefully the metal shield of
the transformers, remove the ceramic capacitor and
the middle pin (repeat previous steps , from
step 6.5  TR1,TR2 & L3 )
— for these 2 transformers, we need to make the
secondary winding , which is 5 turns / 0.1mm
(AWG 38) copper enamel wire (this winding is
marked with A letter  on the SCH&PCB, pins 2
4

L3, TR1 & TR2  Mitsumi K7H5 series

 






 

 

STEP7
Mount the 12Vdc relay (RS12L).
This relay will switch the transceiver
from receive to transmitt operation.
It is activated by the PTT switch
(PIN3, CON.1, in sch.)
Place this in position K2 on schematic/PCB.

STEP8
Mount the 2 x 3.5mm jacks female
One will be used to connect
headphones or external speaker and
the other one is used to control the transceiver Tx/R
via PTT switch. Place those two in position CON.1 &
CON.2 from schematic/PCB.

STEP9
Mount the ON/OFF slider switch
in position I1 (sch. & PCB).

STEP10
Mount the antenna BNC connector,
in position CON.3 (sch. & PCB).



8. Components assembly

STEP11
Mount the 2.5mm DC jack connector,
in position CON.4 (sch. & PCB).

STEP12
Mount the tune and antenna RF level
potentiometers, in POT.1&POT.2
positions (sch. / PCB) and their knobs
Please be aware that these two potentiometers have
different values (POT.2 is 20kΩ and & POT. is 5kΩ).

STEP1results

STEP2results

STEP3results

STEP4results

STEP5results

STEP6results

STEPS7/8/9/10/11/12results



9. Verification & board inspection

For this step we might need a magnifier.

 start by inspecting carefully the bottom side of the board and look for any improper solder joints (this is a high
quality PCB board and the soldermask will prevent user from any unwanted shortcircuits but this depends also on
user's experience!)
 inspect properly the top of the PCB for any solder balls that can move freely and may have been formed during
top/bottom soldering → these are dangerous and can determine short circuits and may destroy your work so far!
 gently shake the board in order to observe the behaviour (there are no moving parts onto this board, if something
makes noise please double check connections or for any solder balls!)
 inspect all the soldering pads for proper connections  look carefully in order to assure that you did not missed any
solder pads!
 with the multimeter set on DC scale, measure (with reffer to GND) the voltage at pin 6 of the socket for IC6
(LM386). This must be close to 5V(4.9V)
 now you can safely insert the LM386 integrated cicuit in its own socket !



10. Alignement steps

RECEIVER SECTION
For this step we need a multimeter, plastic type screwdriver or trimer adjustement tool, 12Vdc power supply (better
12V battery / accu.), 5W 50Ω dummy load (artificial antenna), 2.5mm female DC connector jack calibrated frequency
counter (or calibrated monitoring receiver that can cover 80m band)
General setup:
 connect the 50Ω dummy load first, at the rightangled BNC connecto
 connect the 2.5mm female DC jack and proper wires, in order to supply the transceiver
 set the power supply to 12Vdc, with current limitation (50mA) or connect 12V battery / accu.
 connect a pair of proper headphones (preferably over the ear types) to 3.5mm jack CON.2
 check that you have connected potentiometer's knobs

VFO adjustement:
 turn the transceiver ON by putting the sliderswitch in ON position
 connect the frequency counter to the output of the VFO (VFO_TX or VFO_RX / C23 or C24) connections
 with POT.2 turned full CCW (counterclockwise), read the displayed frequency value, this should be close to
3.5MHz
 use trimmer adjustement tool (or plastic type screwdriver) to adjust the ferrite core in order to obtain the frequency
span (3690  3735KHz)
 wait 20 min. than repeat step 4 (VFO frequency stabilization time)
 check the entire freq. span by turning full clockwise (CW) the potentiometer POT.2 (this span should be at least
35KHz)
 if you do not have a calibrated frequency counter for this step, you can use a wellcalibrated communication
receiver or a calibrated 80m receiver (DSB /SSB) to hear your own carrier signal on 3690KHz, for. e.g. set this
receiver to a known frequency (in those limits, 36903735KHz) and with the adjustement tool gently rotate the ferrite
core of the L1 coil in order to set the frequency limits of the receiver (rotate veryvery slow the core until you hear the
zerobeat "nosignal" in receiver's speaker) and repeat steps 

Receive path adjustement:
 turn the transceiver ON by putting the sliderswitch in ON position
 connect a proper tunned antenna at the BNC input
 with the trimmer adjustement tool (or plastic screwdriver), potentiometer POT.1 fully clockwise (max. RF signal)
adjust the ferrite core of TR.1 so you can hear the maximum signal in headphones (or some band signals, local QSOs
etc.)
 try to find and listen to a broadcasting station (SSB voice preferably)
 repeat step  but for the RF transformer TR.2
 you might need to get back and readjust TR.1, this operation consist in complementary tunning both TR.1 & TR..2
transformers until you obtain the maximum and best signal in the receive path



10. Alignement steps

TRANSMITTER SECTION
For this step we need an multimeter, an oscilloscope (optional), plastic type screwdriver or trimer adjustement tool,
electret microphone (with proper 3.5mm female stereo jack connections),12Vdc power supply, 5W 50Ω dummy load
(artificial antenna), 2.5mm female DC connector jack

 start the transceiver by putting the sliderswitch in ON position (use 12Vdc power supply with 500mA current
limit
 connect the 5W 50Ω artificial load to the BNC connector and turn POT.2 fully clockwise (for maximum operating
frequency of 3735KHz)
 turn R20 trimmer fully clockwise by rotating its cursor, with a specific tool or screwdriver
 press PTT (transmit mode) and monitor the total current consumption with the multimeter (DC mA scale, in series
with +12Vdc line from the power supply); the value should be close to 4550mA not more or less
 connect oscilloscope probe in parallel with the 5W 50Ω dummy load resistance
 press PTT (transmit mode) and turn gently in CCW (counterclockwise) the R20 trimmer until you start to see a
sinus form on oscilloscope screen and continue to monitor the total power consumption of the transceiver (this value
will increase while you shout into the handheld electret microphone
 keep shouting "A" letter in microphone and continue to gently rotate the the R20 trimmer until the oscilloscope is
displaying a proper sinus waveform; the total current consumption should be close to 450mA DC for a 2W power
output (~ 3.54Vpp or ~1.22VRMS)
 for better results, play a 1KHz sinus tone on your phone (e.g. YouTube) and place the smartphone's speaker in
front of your handheld microphone; this will generate a clean modulation on your transceiver and oscilloscope will be
able to display a better sinus waveform (the total current consumption and peaktopeak values should be almost the
same, recorded at step)
 while monitoring carefully the total current consumption and the waveform's shape, use trimmer adjustement tool to
gently adjust the core of the L3 coil for maximum and cleanest output waveform on the 5W 50Ω dummy load
 use a calibrated receiver monitor to hear your own signal modulation, but still use the dummy load as antenna!



11. Troubleshooting steps

If at this step the receiver or/and the transmitter are not working :), use the following troubleshooting guide to solve
this issue! For this step we need a multimeter and a pen :) Fill in the "Actually measured" column with your own
measurements! Values indicated in table below are for a 12Vdc power supply voltage!

 start by measuring the voltages indicated in table bellow. Please note that all measurements are reffering to GND
 inspect properly the top of the PCB for any solder balls that move freely and may have been formed during
top/bottom soldering → these are dangerous and can determine short circuits and may destroy your work so far!
 gently shake the board in order to observ the behaviour (there are no moving parts onto this board, if something
makes noise please double check connections or for any solder balls!)

Check Pin / Terminal Value expected Actually measured Tool used

 pin 6 (IC6) 4.89Vdc multimeter

 Vcathode (1N4004) 0.71  4.64Vdc multimeter

 Vgate (T5) ( cursor R20) 4.16Vddc multimeter / screwdriver / trimmer adj.

 Vout (IC4) 4.94Vdc multimeter

 Vout (IC5) 4.95Vdc multimeter

 Vsource (T3) 2.07Vdc multimeter

 Vdrain (T3) 4.84Vdc multimeter

 Vgate (T3) 0Vdc multimeter

 Ve (T4) 2.16Vdc multimeter

 Vgate (T1) 1.5mVdc multimeter

 Vdrain (T1) 4.69Vdc multimeter

 Vsource (T2) 66mVdc multimeter

 Vdrain (T2) 9.9Vdc multimeter

 Vout VFO (C24/C23) 160mVpp oscilloscope

 Vpin6(IC1) 2.47Vdc multimeter

 Vsource(T5) 3.8Vdc multimeter

 Vdrain(T6/T7) 11.92Vdc multimeter

This guide should be able help you to fix any issues encountered during the construction or adjustement of
this transceiver KIT! If you did not succeed and you followed carefully all the indications above, please feel

free to contact us at
support@rowtech.ro or directly on our website, https://rowtech.ro/eng/, using the contact form on "Contact us"

page.

Thank you for using roWaves Technologies's Electronic Kits & Products!
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